Welcome to the
exhibition displaying
proposals for Hothamton
Car Park
The proposal is to create an
exciting new park, similar to a treelined continental market square.
A location for all seasons, where
people will be drawn to relax,
exercise, reflect, play, shop, browse,
eat or be entertained - something
to suit all ages and every mood,
provided through a range of facilities
and a rolling events programme to
help bring seasonal change and
variety.

Visualisation of earlier stage of work

Existing parking provision will be
replaced by flexible parking space
within soft landscaping as the site is
transformed, creating better linkages
between the town centre and seafront.
Council Officers and consultant team
are on hand today to help answer your
questions and discuss the thinking
behind the work, so please feel free to
meet with them.
We welcome your views, reactions and
feedback...

A New Park
Current Context
Key:
1. proposed park
2. proposed development
3. Existing Health Centre

Historical Context
90 Years of Development
In the 19th century the site and surrounding
landscape still consists of large areas of
agricultural land with pockets of residential
developments along the sea front which became
more fragmented inland. The lower area of the
site was known as ‘Waterloo Square’ and the
Merchant Taylor’s Convalescent Home was
located on the site.
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From 1870 to 1910 there is little change to the
site itself, although, it has become surrounded
by residential development as the town thrives
during the heyday of the early 1900’s seaside
holiday boom.
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In the early 1920’s a historic WW1 aircraft hangar
was erected at the Northern end of the site
and could seat 3,500 with a ballroom for 1,500.
The addition of the Princess Elizabeth Boating
Pool provided a popular play area until the late
1970’s. In the 1950’s the Pavilion was demolished
after it was partially destroyed in a fire.
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From the 1930’s to 1960’s the convalescent homes
and the dwellings to the West of the site were
demolished to make way for the sunken park we
see today. In the 1980’s the boating lake was filled
in due to a lack of use and rubbish dumping.
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Development of the land from open green space to housing

1880’s

1970’s

A Historical Landscape
A historic photo depicting the Pavilion Gardens
in their former glory - connecting to the seafront
via the bowling greens. The park terminates at
the grand Pavilion building, which would have
drawn visitors and residents to the site.

The Pavilion building was built in part from a
seaplane aircraft hangar purchased by the council
after the First World War and created a booked
end at the termination of the park. Adjacent the
Pavilion Building was a restaurant and dining
area, popular with visitors and local residents.

The original lily pond and fountain were formed
in the mid 1930’s after the demolition of the
adjacent terraced houses. This was a popular
area, however, by the 1960’s the fountain was
dry due to a lack of maintenance and damage.

The sunken gardens we see today were built in
the mid 20th century and reference the Victorian
formal parkland character of the nearby Hotham
Park; they remain virtually unchanged since then.

Hothamton Park

The Pavilion Gardens

Existing Images
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A New Park
Aims & Objectives
The council has identified the potential to improve the existing
sunken gardens and childrens’ play area and extend a new and
improved space north to create a new public park for the town.

So
What’s
Proposed

Hothamton will be a
place to pause and
relax, take time out,
meet friends and
absorb the atmosphere

A place for recreation
with free to access
features for different
age groups such as
boules, ‘senior gym’
and junior/children’s
gym facilities

A safe place for
children to play,
designed for the very
young, supervised
by adults while they
relax over a cup of
coffee in the café

Markets taking place
year-round, including
farmers market, slow
food market, craft fairs,
Christmas markets and
night time markets,
according to season

A place for music and
cultural events, from
open air concerts to
performance art, street
theatre and licensed
street entertainers

A place to find
innovative artisans
and retailers, offering
opportunities in
kiosks or stalls for
start-up vendors

A place to eat and drink,
including a rotundastyle café, street
food stalls & carts

A place for art, whether
permanent public art
or temporary pop up
galleries or sculpture

A dynamic place with a
managed programme
of events & activities
that grow & change
over time. A place
that people will want
to visit & revisit

A New Park
Proposals
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Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approximately 200 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located next
to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers subject to
design development and highways input.

Proposed Uses & Zones
North

1. Planted attenuation basin with decked walkway
2. Colourful landform mounds for imaginative play
3. Natural play area incorporating timber from trees
felled on site
4. Central market square with seating to the edges flexible for a variety of uses
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5. Demarcated crossing points
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6. Water play plaza that can be used as an overflow
market space for events

How will
it work on
markets
days?

7. Linear rain garden as buffer to parking bays
8. Aerodrome themed play space drawing on the
history of the site
9. Pavilion with cafe spillout spac
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Market Layout 1: Small
18 market stalls in a square configuration within the
main market square

10. Covered performance area/acoustic shelter
11. Amphitheatre style tiered grass lawn
12. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible
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to allow for future expansion
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Destination Focal Point
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Flexible Square
Market Layout 2: Medium
Around 30 market stalls in an avenue configuration
within the main market square
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Central Green Oasis
3

2

04 Imaginative Play

Market Layout 3: Large
40+ market stalls incorporating some parking spaces
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Boulevards/safe streets

A New Park
Dusk & Evenings
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Encouraging use in the
evening & night-time
Lighting Key

A New Park
What About Other Options?
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Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approximately 200 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located
next to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers
subject to design development and highways input.
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Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approximately 155 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located
next to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers
subject to design development and highways input.

Option 02
1.

N

Planted attenuation basin with decked viewing
platform

2.

Raised grass and planting areas

3.

Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on
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4.
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Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on

3.

Water mist/fountain wi th giant stepping stones

4.

Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for
a variety of uses
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Natural play area with water mist/fountain feature and giant

6.

Pavillion cafe spill out space surrounded by vibrant planting

7.

Pavillion/cafe

8.

Acoustic shelter /shade structure

9.

Water rill collecting surface water terminating at attenuation

Large sculptural play element referencing the sites past
uses
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6.

Raised lawns with seating edge

7.

Pavillion/cafe with outdoor seating area

8.

Boulevard pathways with seating,
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tree planting + electric

car charging points
9.

basin

45° parking spaces with one way traffic and pedestrain
crossing points

10. Raised table pedestrain crossing points

10. Covered performance area/acoustic shelter
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11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow for
5

2.

5.

boulders
11

Planted attenuation basin with decked platform

Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for
a variety of uses

5.

1.

site and mounds

site and mounds
11

Option 03
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future expansion

11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow
for future expansion

performance space with raised decks, lawns
and seating areas

shallow water pool with boulders
with connecting water rill
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flexible market square with opportunities
for community events
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tree lined flexible market space
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3

wide pathways with seating , tree planting
+ electric charging points
large timber seating/play elements
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flexible deck space over attenuation basin

green oasis with natural forms

How will it work on markets days?
Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 02 - Market stall configuration options

Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 03 - Market stall configuration options

Based on a market stall dimension of 1.8m x 2.4m

Based on a market stall dimension of 1.8m x 2.4m

Market Layout 1: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square + car park

Market Layout 1: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square + car park

18 market stalls in a square configuration within the main
market square

26 market stalls in an avenue configuration within the main
market square

45 market stalls within the market square and car park

18 market stalls in a square configuration within the main
market square

40 market stalls in an avenue configuration within the main
market square

54 market stalls within the market square and car park

A New Park
Material & Uses
Material
Palette
Hard Landscape Surfaces

Pedestrian Paving 1

Pedestrian Paving 2

Pedestrian Paving 3

Pedestrian Paving 4

Pedestrian Paving 5

Pavements
Resin Bound Gravel

Market Square
Self-binding gravel

Cafe Square/Water Play
Square

Play Areas
Rubber Crumb

Timber Deck
Composite timber deck

Vehicular Paving 1

Vehicular Surfacing 2

Vehicular Surfacing 3

Vehicular Surfacing 4

Tactiles:

Parking Bays

Coloured Asphalt to Roadway

Rumble Strips /Road
Thresholds

Crossovers/Demarcation Bays

Metal tactile studs to formal
crossing points

Material
Palette
Soft Landscape Surfaces
Rain Garden
& Swale
Planting
Areas

Naturalistic
Planting
Planting to play areas and
natural/woodland play to
include a mix of robust
grasses to add structure
- that require minimal

a mix of grasses and
perennials that can tolerate
dry and wet conditions, whilst
adding seasonal colour.

Ornamental
Planting
Drawing on the character of
the nearby green spaces and
the location of the site the
planting mix will be based on
hardy, coastal species with
vibrant colours and seed
heads that will create visual
interest throughout the year.

Character Areas
The Market Square

Imaginative Play + Wayfinding

Acoustic Shelter / Performance Space

Playable Landscape

A New Park
Next Steps

Have your say
on-line or
fill in a form
today
The council and its advisors will review the feedback
and consider all suggestions to this event.
The aim is to create a preferred concept that will form the scheme, with advice being
given on options to deliver the park and timescales involved. An update will be made
on the scheme, timescales and planning application, in the New Year.
Residents and stakeholders will be kept informed and given the opportunity to
comment on the final design via the planning application process.

Thank you for your time today and for your contribution.

Please post your comments via the feedback form provided, in the post box at the exhibition.
By email: regeneration@arun.gov.uk
Online: arun.gov.uk/new-hothamton-plans
Twitter: @arundistrict
Facebook: facebook.com/arundistrictcouncil
By post: If you would prefer to complete the form at a later date, ask for more information.

